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Abstract 
Aarts, J.M. and M. MrSeviC, A bitopological view on cocompact extensions, Topology and its 
Applications 42 (1991) l-16. 
Let (X, ‘V, ‘B”) be a bitopological space. The topology “cr is a Cfine) cotopology of ‘Bf if ‘Vc ?V, 
V is a T, -topology and W is (completely) regular with respect to 7/: 
Let (X, Y; ?Cr) be a bitopological space such that 7r is a fine cotopology of %f. Related to special 
closed subbases .Y’ and .Y of “1’ and -fi’ respectiveI?, a construction of a pairwise dense embedding 
e : (X. V, YV) + (2, p, ‘@) is presented such that “v” is a compact fine cotopology of ‘I?. 
The main properties of our construction are the following. 
(1) If the topology ?? is compact, then 7r = W and (2, ‘I?) is a Wallman-type compactification 
of (X, 7Cr). Every Wallman-type compactification can be reproduced in this way. 
(2) If the topology @ is metrizable, then (2, ‘%) is a topologically complete extension of’ 
(X, Wr). Every topologically complete metrizable extension can be reproduced by this construction. 
Kevwords: Bitopological space: (fits) cotspotsgp, c~~otip~chu~ss, 
type compactification, completely metrizable extension. 
pairwise embedding, Wallman- 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: Primary 54E55; secondary 54D35, 54E52. 
1. Introduction 
The notion of cocompactness has its roots in an analysis of the Baire category 
theorem [$I. The basic idea is to associate with a topological space (X, W) a new 
space (X, V), called a cospase of ( W), where ‘V is a coarser topology of a very 
special kind [4]. The topology V’ is called a cotopology of W. a metrizable space 
(X, W) cocompactnesq t iS e existe 01ogy~ i: ept &nt 
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to topological completeness [4]. Every locally compact Hausdorff space (X, W) has 
a compact cospace (X, 7r) whose closed sets are X together with the compact subsets 
of (X, “ctr). AS compactifications of completely regular spaces and complete 
extensions of metrizable spaces play an important role in general topology, it is 
natural to investigate cocompact extensions as well as their constructions. Such a 
program has been carried out in [2,3]. 
Only recently we have become aware of the relation between the theory of 
bitopological spaces and that of cotopologies. By incorporating bitopological separ- 
ation axioms we have been able to simplify the theory of cocompact extensions 
substantially. It seems indeed that bitopology is the proper framework for an elegant 
discussion of cocompactifications. The purpose of the paper is to unify certain ideas 
and constructions concerning both metric completions and compactifications. Our 
main result is formulated in Section 2, which is largely expository. Let a bitopological 
space (X, V, W) be given such that ‘V is a fine cotopology of W. We are interested 
in the existence of a pairwise embedding of (X, ‘V’, W) in a bitopological space 
(2, p, ‘@) such that ? is a fine cotopology of % and p is compact. In this situation 
(2, @) can be viewed as a cocompact extension of the space (X, W). 
It is shown in Example 2.5 that such a pairwise embedding need not always exist. 
Under the assumption of the existence of certain subbases 9 and 3 of the closed 
sets of “I’ and W however such pairwise embeddings do exist. The conditions on 
9 and 3 are similar to those which appear in the theory of Wallman-type compac- 
tifications [lo]. This is the content of our main theorem, Theorem 2.4. It turns out 
that the compactifications generated by this method are precisely the Wallman-type 
compactifications. That is the content of Corollary 2.6. The metrizable cocompact 
extensions generated by our construction are precisely the topologically complete 
extensions (Theorem 2.7). In Theorem 2.8 we show how subbases Y’ and 3 like the 
aforementioned can arise in a natural way out of the families of zero-sets of pairwise 
continuous functions. 
Following common practice, we have isolated the proofs which require some 
delicate reasoning. With two exceptions the paper has been arranged linearly. The 
proof of Theorem 2.4 is deferred to Section 3 and the proof @’ T~GTP~Z 2.7 i-j 
postponed until Section 4. The topological facts not explained in this paper may 
be found in [9,12]; the bitopological facts in [ I3,6]. 
Conventions and notations. Throughout his paper a bitopological space (X, y, W) 
is a set X with two topologies on it. For convenience we assume that these topologies 
are given by the families of all closed sets V and W respectivsly. With the discussion 
of coiopologies in mind, to simplify the exposition, we also assume that both (X, ‘V) 
and (X, W) are 7’, -spaces. 
If Y’ is any family of sets, we write 9” and 9’* to denote the family of all finite 
unions and all finite intersections respectively. It is to be noticed that 9”’ A = 9” “. 
In a bitopological space (X9 ‘E/: W) we distinguish between the closure in (X9 Ctr) 
and that of (X, W) &y writing cl 3’ and cl y’ respectively, 
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2. The main theorem 
We discuss cotopology, cocompactness and related topics in the setting of 
bitopoiogical spaces. We shall use some facts about separation axioms for 
bitopological spaces. Recall that, formulated in terms of closed sets, in a bitopological 
space (X, “Ir, “ur) the topology ?Y is said to be regular with respect o V if for each 
W E W and every x ti W there is a ( W; “Ur)-separation of the pair ({x}, W), that is, 
there are GET and HEW such that GuH=X, Gn W=@ and XE H. In a 
bitopological space (X, clr, W) the topology YY is called completely regular with 
respect o “I/’ if for every WE ‘W and x e W there is a real-valued function f: X + Iw 
such that $( W) = 0, f(x) = 1, f is upper semi-continuous with respect to “Ir and 
lower semi-continuous with respect to W. With the later exposition in mind we note 
that this definition can be rewritten as follows. The bitopological space (O&Z’, 9) 
is the set of reals 03 with the left-hand topology 3’ and the right-hand topology 9; 
the families of closed sets are 59 = ([a, m) 1 a E R) u (0, W} and % = { (-00, a] 1 a E IR) u 
(0, R}. Now W is completely regular with respect to “Ir iff for every WE W and 
every x ti W there exists a pairwise continuous function f: (X, K, W) + (W, 9,B) 
such that f( W) = 0 and f(x) = 1. 
The notions of coto;3ology and cocompactness were introduced in [4,5]. 
Definition 2.1 (cf. [4]). Let (X, “Ir, W) be a bitopological space. The topology v is 
called a cotopology of W if 
(i) “Ire JY, and 
(ii) W is regular with respect to W: 
If the topology W is repular, this definition is equivalent to the original one. In 
the original terminology (X, Y) is called a cospace of the space (X, W). The space 
(X, W) is said to be cocompact whenever there exists a compact cotopology “I’ of W. 
The following is a standard example. Various modifications of it will be used in 
the sequel. 
Ex~mpte 2.2. The bitopological space (X, 7; ‘w’> is defined as follows. X is the set 
of the reals and W is the usual topology, For Y we take the collection consisting 
of X and all those subsets of R which are compact in W. (Recall that we have 
adopted the convention of specifying topologies by the family of closed sets.) Then 
v is a cotopology of W, because W is regular and locally compact. As “Ir is a 
compact cotopology of Mf, it witnesses the topological completeness of W. 
For the discussion of extensions we need an interrelation between the topologies 
“Y and W, which is stronger than that of regularity of W with respect to Y: 
Definition 2.3. Let (X, Y9 W) be a bitopological space. The topology Y is called a 
fine cotopology of W if 
(i) ‘D= W, and 
(ii) W is completely re ular with respect to ?C 
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We point out that a fine cotopology is a cotopology, as complete regularity of W 
with respect o V implies regularity of W with respect o ‘V. Our main interest is 
in the study of cocompact extensions of topological spaces. It turns out that with 
the use of the notion of fine cotopology the results are conveniently formulated in 
terms of bitopological spaces. 
In order to state our main results we need some of the terminology introduced 
in [6]. If 9 and 9 are closed subbases of (X, clr) and (X, W) respectively, we say 
that (9, 9) is a pair of closed subbases for the bitopological space (X, V, W). Now 
let (9, Y) be a pair of closed subbases for a bitopological space (X, Y, W). Recall 
that 9 is called subbase-R, with respect to Sp if for every T E Y and x E T there is 
an S E 9’ such that x E S and S n T = 8. A pair (C, D) of (disjoint) subsets of X is 
said to be screened by the pair (9; 51 of subbases if there exist finite subcollections , 
9 and % of 9 and 9 respectively such that 9% % covers X, (Us) n D = 0 and 
(U %) n C = 0. We also say that (9, %) is an (9, 9)-screeniljg of (C, D). Finally, 
the pair (9, 3) is paiMse subbase-normal if for each S E 9’ and T E 9 with S n T = 0, 
there exists an (9, 9).screening of the pair (S, T). 
Theorem 2.4. Let (X, W; W) be a bitopological space such that Vc W. Suppose that 
9’ and Y are closed subbases for V and W respectively which satisfy the following 
conditions (l)-(3 j: 
(1) 9 is subbase-R, with respect to 9. 
(2) The pair (9, 9) is pairwise subbase-normal. 
(3) Forall&,..., S,,U’suchthatS,n-nS,,=0,thereareT,,...,TkE9such 
that T, u l l 9 u Tk = XandforeachjE(I,...,k) thereisaniE(l,...,n)such that 
Si n rl; = 0. 
Then there exists a pairwise embedding e : (X, W; ‘W) + (2, $?, @) such that (i)-(v) 
are satisfied: 
(i) Q is a fine cotopology of “ct-; 
(ii) (2, ct-) is compact; 
(iii) {clc- e( T)l TE Y} is a closed subbase of (2, 7?); 
(iv) {cl j=. e(S) 1 SE 9) is a closed subbase of (X9 p); 
(v) for all S E 9’ and T E 9, if S n T = 0, then cl r e(S) n ~1,;. e( T) = yJ. 
The proof of Theorem 2.4 will be presented in Section 3. From the proof of [6, 
Theorem 41 it may be deduced that the conditions (1) and (2) imply that “I’ is a 
fine cotopology of W. By means of an example it is shown that it is not always 
possible to construct pairwise embeddings with properties (i) and (ii) on the basis 
of (1) and (2) alone. 
Example 2.5. This is a modification of Example 2.2. Again X is the set of reals and 
W is the usual topology. Let % denote the collection of all compact elements of 
W. The family of all subsets of the integers is denoted by 4. We define the topology 
‘V* by taking the collection (X) w % u 9 as a subbase for the closed sets. It can be 
seen that each member of %“+, which is dificrent from X, is of the form C u I, with 
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C E (8 and Z E 3. As v* is finer than the topology ‘V of Example 2.2, it is immediately 
clear that V* is a fine cotopology of W. 
We shall show that the bitopological space (X, V*, W) cannot be pairwise em- 
bedded in a bitopological space (2, 9’ ‘@) such that p is a fine cotopology of W 
and the topology p is compact. The proof is by contradiction. Assume that there 
exists a pairwise embedding e : (X, V*, W) + (2, ‘?,, -@) such that p is a compact 
and fine cotopology of 9% Because ‘V* is not compact, there exists a point 4 E X\X 
which is adherent o X- Let B be any nonempty compact element of W. By regularity 
of W, the set B is closed in the topology 9k As qe B, because of regularity of W 
with respect to 9, there are G E ? and H E W such that G u H = 2, G n B = 0 and 
q e H. It is to be observed that G is a neighbourhood of q in W. The set G n X is 
closed in “Ir*, hence of the form C u Z with C E Ce and Z E 4;. As C is closed in W, 
also G\C is a neighbourhood of q in ??. But then we have that (G\C) n X, which 
is a subset of I, must contain a nonempty open set of W. A contradiction. 
The method of constructing cocompact extensions in Theorem 2.4 encompasses 
both Hausdorff compactifications and topologically complete metrizable extensions. 
The following corollary covers the compactifications. 
Corollary 2.6. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.4 the following holds. Zf 
e : (X5 W; W) + (r?, 9, W) is a pairwise embedding such that (i)-(v) are satisfied, and 
if W is compact, then “Ir= W and (2, W) is a Wallman-type compactijication of 
(X, W). Conversely, if Y is a Wallman-type compactijication of X, then there is a base 
a for the closed subsets of X such that with SI = 9 = 9 the conditions (I), (2) and 
(3) of Theorem 2.4 are satisfied and such that the resulting compactifkation (2, W) 
is equivalent to Y. 
Proof. The notion of a Wailman-type compactification was introduced by Frink 
[lo]. A base 3 for the closed subsets of a space X is called a normal base if the 
following conditions (Nl), (N2) and (N3) are satisfied. 
(NO $#j = 6%““. . I 
(NZ) B is base-Z&, with respect to 9, 
(N3; For every A and B from % with A n B = 0 there exists a .%-separation, that 
is, there are C, DEB such that CvP=X, Cn Be0 and DnA=0. 
Frink, in [lo], using techniques first employed by Wallman [Ml, constructs a 
Hausdorff compactification Y satisfying 
(Wl) (clyBI BE %I} is a base for the closed subsets of Y, and 
(W2) ~l,.(AnB)=cl~Ancl.B for all A, BE.% 
It was shown in [l] that by the conditions (Wl) and (W2) the compactification Y
is determined up to topological equivalence. We say that Y is a Wallman-type 
compactification of X (with respect o 9). It was also proved in [I] that a Hausdorff 
compactification Y of X is a Wallman-type compactification of X if and only if 
there is a subbase 9’ for the closed subsets of X such that 
($1) {cl $1 SE 9) is a subbase for the dosed s 
(52) ifs ,,..., S,,igYa 9 s, n ’ * ’ f-l ji,, = Q, tk 
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More specifically it has been proved that under the conditions (Sl) and (S2) the 
compactification Y is a Wallman-type compactification with respect o Z+‘^“- 
Now the first part of the corollary is proved as follows. Because @ is compact, 
by [s, Theorem 3.61 the topologies ?? and p coincide. It follows that y and W 
also coincide. As we need not distinguish between cl? and cl,--, we simply write 
cl*. By conclusion (iv) of the theorem the collection (cl2 e(S) 1 SE 9) is a closed 
subbase of (2, ‘J?). Thus the condition (St) is satisfied. First we now show that 
e(X) is dense in 2. As all spaces are assumed to be T, , the points in X are closed. 
By conclusion (iii) for every x E X there is a TE 9 such that x E ~12 e(T). Thus 
x E cl2 e(X). To check (S2) we suppose that S, n l 9 l n S,, = 0 for some S, , . . . , Sn E 
9. By condition (3) there are ?‘I) . . . , Tk E 9 such that Tl w l l l w Tk = X and for 
eachjE(l,..., k} there is an iE{l,..., n} such that Si n ‘Ij = 0. It f0110w~ that 
X-cl2 e(X)=clz e(T,)u= l u~l~e(T~).Foreachj~{l~... ?k}wehaveSinq= 
0 for some i, whence by conclusion (v) of the theorem cl2 e(S) n ~12 e( 7j) = 0. It 
follows that ~12 e( Si) n l l l n cl2 e(S,) = 0. This is (S2). 
Now we prove the converse. Suppose that Y is a Wallman-type compactification 
of X with respect o a normal base a. Let ‘V= W be the family of all closed subsets 
ofX.WeputY= y = 3. As 9 is a normal base it is easily seen that the conditions 
(1) and (2) of the theorem are satisfied. We show that also condition (3) is satisfied. 
To this end we assume &,...,S,E~? and S,n-•nS,=fik By (W2) we have 
cl&n* l l n cl Ys, = 0. As Y is a normal space there are open sets Ui in Y such 
that Cl&C Ui, i=l,...,n and Uin- l l nU,=@. AS ~=(c~~BJBE!B} is a base 
for the closed sets (Wl) such that 4 = 66” (W2) by a compactness argument we 
find Bi E $3 such that Y\ Ui c ~1 YBi and ~1 VBi n ~1 VSi = 0, i = 1, . . . , n. It follows that 
B,u- w B,, =X and BinSi=@, i=l,..., n. Thus condition (3) is satisfied. For 
the resulting extension (XV 9, ‘6) we have ? = ‘@ and (cl2 e(S) 1 S E 93) is a subbase 
for the closed sets by (iii) and (iv). In particular (Sl) is satisfied. As in the first part 
of the proof we see that (S2) is satisfied too. It follows that the compact space 
(2, @) is a Wallman-type compactification with respect o % ‘* = 9. As we already 
know the Wallman-type compactification is determined by 9 up to topological 
equivalence. It follows that (2, @) and Y are equivalent compactifications. El 
We now describe the situation for complete metrizable extensions. It will be 
shown that every topologically complete metrizable xtension Y of a metric space 
X is equivalent o an extension (2, @) as mentioned in Theorem 2.4. As usual, the 
extension Y is equivalent o (2, 3?‘) means that the identity mapping on X can be 
extended to a homeomorphism of Y onto (2, “t7r). 
Theorem 2.7. Under the conditions of 73eorem 2.4 the following holds. If 
e: (X, V, W) + (2, p, @) is a pairwise embedding such that (i) and (ii) are satisjed 
and if ?? is metrizab!e9 then ?? is topologically complete. Conversely, suppose that Y 
is a toi.ologically complete ~wt~izdde extensistd of a space X. Let W denote the (family 
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of closed sets of the) topolagy of X. Then there exists a fine cotopology “I’ of W and 
there are closed subbases 9 and 3 of ‘V and W respectively such that the conditions 
(I), (2) and (3) of Theorem 2.4 are satisfied. Of the resulting pairwise extension 
(2, ??, ‘@) the extension (2, ‘t?r) of (X, W) is equivalent io Y and its cospace (2, p) 
is compact. 
The proof of Theorem 2.7 will be presented in Section 4. In the last theorem of 
this section we demonstrate that the conditions (l), (2) and (3) of Theorem 2.4 are 
quite natural. We have the following result. 
Theorem 2.8. Let (X, r/c, W) be a space such that W is completely regular with respect 
to “Irand “Ire W. Let 9 be the family of all pairwise continuous functions f : (X, V, W) + 
(lR,SiB). Write Z&={f-‘([O,~))(~E%} and S$={f-I((-~0])(f~9}. ‘71zen the 
following properties (i)- (iv) hold true. 
(i) 9, and?& are closed bases for the topologies on X5 % and W respectively, where 
% is a topology coarser than “c/: 
(ii) E& is base-R0 with respect to 9,. 
(iii) The pair (9, ) ii!&) is pairwise base-normal. 
(iv) The families 9, nnd Sr can be enlarged to families 9, and 2, so that the pair 
(2,) d?J satisfies the conditions (I), (2) and (3) of Theorem 2.4. 
Proof. (i) It immediately follows from the definitions that %, c V and ZQ= W. Let 
% and W’ be the topologies generated by 9, and Z’, respectively. We only have to 
show that W’ = W. To this end we let A E W and x E! A. Choose an f e 9 such that 
f(A)=0 and f(x)=l. Then B=((-~,O])E%~, x@B and AC B. Hence AE W’. 
(ii) Let B E Sr and x E B. Take f E 9 such that B = f -‘(( -00, 01). Then C = 
f-‘([f(x)+))&‘, and BnC=@ 
(iii) Let A E 9, and B E Z& and A n B = 0. As in (ii) we can choose X g E 9 such 
that A = f -‘( [ 1, a)) and B = g-‘( (-00, -11). The function f + g belongs to .!E Write 
C = (J*+g)-I((-m,O]) and D = (f +g)-‘([OS a0))= Tkn C E ZF& DE Z,, CU D = X, 
AnC=@and BnD=@ 
(iv) Let (B, , . . . ) B,) be a finite subcollection of ?E, such that B1 n l - l n B, = 0. 
The space (X, W) is completely regular. Let PX be its tech-stone compactificatIo2. 
As B,,..., B, are zero-sets, the intersection clpxB, n l l l n cl,,B, = 0 (see e.g. [ 11, 
p. 861). As in the second part of the proof of Corollary 2.6 we can find open sets 
Ui in PX such that clpxBiC Ui, i=l,...,n and U1n-* l n U,, = 0. By Urysohn’s 
lemma there are functions ii : PX + Iw such that ii(X) = 0 for x E clPxBi and ii(X) = 1 
for XEpX\Ui, i=l,..., n. Let gi be the restriction of ci to X, i = 1, . S . , n. The 
collection of all functions obtained in this way is denoted by 3. Let 9, be the group 
of continuous real-valued functions generated by 9% 9% We write 2;” = 
{f-‘([O,~))If&F,}, and ~~“=if-‘((-oo,O])If~9,}. in (ii) and (iii) it can be . 
shown that 5E’i” is base-R0 with r the pair (SK 29 is 
pairwise base-normal. I~ductivcly we write 9, _-i C 12’;. kn 
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a standard f’aslGon it can be shown that 2, = {f-‘([o, m))(f~ g*} aud $= 
{f“(( -00,0]) I~F $a} satisfy the conditions (I), (2) and (3). Kl 
By mean8 WC an example we show that in Theorem 2.8, property (i), the topology 
% can actually be strictly coarser than ‘V even in case (X, ‘V) is compact. The 
example is another modification of Example 2.2. 
Example 2,9. X is the set of reals and W is the usual topology. Let % denote the 
collection of all compact elements of W. The set of all integers is denoted by Z. 
We define the topology V by taking :he collection {X, Z)u ?Z as a subbase for the 
closed sets. It is immediately clear that V is a compact cotopology of W. With 
similar arguments as in Example 2.5 it can be shown that the set Z cannot be of 
the form f”([O, 00)) for some pairwise continuous f: (X, ‘V, ‘W) + (R, 2, %) It 
follows that the topology %, defined in Theorem 2.8(i), is strictly coarser than V. 
3. Proof of ‘l’hmtem 2.4 
In this section (X, V, “Nr) is a bitopological space as mentioned in Theorem 2.4. 
9 and 9 are closed subbases for ‘V and W respectively satisfying the conditic:ls 
(l)-(3). We asswne (without loss of generality) that (0, X} c Y’n 3. The proof of 
Theorem 2.4 is given in Propositions 3.10, 3.11, 3.13-3.19 below. In the course of 
this section we employ the notion of a quasi-proximity introduced by Lane [14]. 
This is a not necessarily symmetric proximity relation. Sometimes it is convenient 
to switch to the language of strong inclusions [7]. We start with collecting some 
results from [6). 
Definition 3.L Let C and D be any subsets of X. We write (C, D) E A and say that 
(C, 13) is disjor’nr tmdulo (9,T) if there are S E Sp and T E F such that C c S, DC T 
and S n 7’ a:(d= We write ( C, D) E C and say that C is far from D if there exist Ci, 
1 E1k,j;y, ,yad Q, j=l,**=,n, such that C=l_&Ii=l,.. .,m), D= 
, fi} and (Ci, Bj) E 4 fat i z 1, . . . , tn, j = 1, + t. , ?I. JA’rZ S?> Aat c TS 
strongly r‘nchufed irr D and write C G D if (C, X\D) E C. 
?+he following lemma is from [6]. 
Lmtna 3.ZI rf C is far from 0, then there are G E Y” and H E 9”” such that 
0 CcGmdDcH, 
4b GuF+X, 
a~ G is fa&btn 0 sod C is fat from H. 
Lemma 3.2 implicitly states the most important separation property of a quasi- 
proximity. The other properties of the quasi-proximity related to C are summarized 
in the fdiowi~g Icmma, For the proof see [6, Proposition 81. 
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Lemma 3.3. X is far from 0 and 0 is far from X. If C is far from D, then C n D = 0. 
For ail subsets A, B, C and D of X 
(i) A v B is far from C i$ A is far from C and B is far from C ; 
(ii) A is far from B v C t$ A is far from B and A is far from C; 
(iii) If A c B, C c D and B is far from D, then A is far from C. 
The asymmetric haracter of the quasi-proximity is more clearly reflected in the 
following lemma where we have switched to the language of strong inclusions. 
Lemma 3.4. The strong inclusion E has the following properties: 
(11) IfACB, then AC B. 
(12) IfA,cACBcB1, thenA,CB,. 
(13) IfA,cB, andA+B,, thenA,uA,~B,~B~andA,nA,CB,nB,. 
(I4j If A G B, then there is-a C E 9’^” such that A G C E B. 
(15) For any point x E X and any neighbourhood U of x in W we have (x) E U. 
Proof. (Il)-(14) follow from Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3. To prove (15) let x and U be as 
mentioned. There are T, , . . . , T, E 9 such that X\ U c T, u l l l u T, and x& Ti, 
i=l 9*‘*9 n. For each i in view of condition (1) there is an Si E 9 such that x E Si 
and SinTi=9), i=l,..., n. It follows that ({x}, T) is disjoint modulo (Y, Y), 
i=l 9*-*, n, and that (x} is far from X\ U. Cl 
The following is a key lemma. 
Lemma 3.5. If A and B are disjoint elements of 9” “, then A is far from B and B is 
far from A. 
Proof. First we assume that A and B are in Y’, that is A = S1 n l l l n S,,, and 
B=S,,,+,n- l -nS,, SiESPfor i=l,..., n. By condition (3) of Theorem 2.4 there 
are T,,..., Tkfrom~suchthatX=T,u~.~uTkandforeachj~{1,...,k}there 
is an iE(l,..., n} such that SinTj=@. For e& ic{l,...,n} we write Ui= 
U.1 !!T!TnS, ~@j- 1,. .., k). a- ii/r-J1 J Then &$ g oi and n{U$=1,...,n}= 
X\u{q/j=l,..., k}=O.ThenA~UIn~~*nU,andBEU,+,no*~nU,.The 
result follows. 
In the general case we can write A=LJ{AiIi=l,...,m} and B= 
U{BjIj=l,..., n} with Ai, BjEY’, i=l,..., m and j=l,...,n. By the first 
part Ai is far from Bj for all i and j. It now follows that A is far from B from 
Lemma 3.3. Cl 
We are going to define the points of 2. 
Definition 3.6 (Cf. [3, Definition 2.51). ,k nonempty collection 5 of subsets of X is 
called a concentric system if for all A, BE 5 there is a nonempty C E 6 such that 
CEAnB. 
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A concentric system is a regular filter base of a very special kind because the 
strong inclusion is involved in its definition. There is the following criterion for 
maximality of concentric systems. 
Lemma 3.7. A concentric system 6 is maximal i$ for all subsets A and B of X the 
following holds: If A G B and A r: C # (3 for aIi C E 5, then B E 6. 
Proof. See [3, Corollary 4.21. Cl 
The following easily follows from Lemma 3.7. 
Lemma 3.8. Every maximal concentric system is a Jilter. 
Definition 3.9. 2 is the set of all maximal concentric systems. For any set A we let 
vA={&X1CnA#@ for every 05). 
For any point xEX we let &={DcXI(x}ED}. 
Proposition 3.10. For each x E X the system & is in 2. Also, ifx # y, then & # $,,. 
Proof. Let x E X. If A, B E &, then by Lemma 3.4 (15) there are C, D E 9”” such 
thatxCCCAandyCDCB.ItfollowsthatCnDE~~andCnDCAnB.Thus 
& is shown to be a concentric system. We show that & is maximal with the help 
of Lemma 3.7. Assume A G B and C n A # 0 for all C E &. Choose D E 9”” with 
A G De B (14). In view of (15) we have x E cl ,,-A c D. It follows that BE & and 
that & is maximal. As {y} is closed, X\(y) E &\&. whenever x # y. Cl 
Proposition 3.11. For all subsets A and B of X the following properties hold: 
(1) If AC B, then VAC vB. 
(2) v(Au B)= VAU vB. 
(3) v(An B)c vAn vB. 
(4) I’fAc B, then vAn v(X\B)=fl. 
(5) ilp’A~9’, BEYandAnB=@, then vAnvB=@. 
Consequently, lf (A, B) is disjoint modulo (9, Y), then VA n vB = 0. 
Proof. The proofs of (l)-(3) are easy. To prove (4) let A c B and &E VA Then 
A n C Z 0 for all C E 5. By Lemma 3.7, B E 5. It follows that & v( X\ B). For the 
proof of (5) observe that A G X\ B. Cl 
Definition 3.12. The set X is endowed with two topologies, namely p and %. ‘J? 
is the family of closed sets generated by the closed subbase 8 = { vTI T E 3). p is 
the family of closed sets generated by the glosed subbase 9 = { VS 1 S E 3’). 
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Proposition 3.13. The map e : (X, W; W) + (2, p, ‘@) deJined by e(x) = & is apairwise 
embedding. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.10 the function e is well defined and injective. For every 
nonempty subset A of X, e(A) c VA. Suppose SE 9. Then e(S) c VS. If x E S, then, 
because S is closed in W, {x} is far from S and X\S E &. It follows that & E US in 
this case. Thus we have proved e(S) = VS n e(X) for every S E 9’. Similarly e( T) = 
VT n e(X) for every T E 9. It follows that the restriction e : X + e(X) is pairwise 
closed and continuous. Cl 
Proposition 3.14. The operator v acts as a closure operator, that is, VA = cl+ e(A) for 
every A c X. 
Proof. First we show VA c cl,-- e(A) for A c X. If &z X does not belong to the 
closed set cl?;. e(A), then there are elements VTj, j = 1, . . . , k from the subbase 5 
such that e(A) c U( v~j lj = 1, . . . , k} and & U(vlT; lj = 1, . . . , k}. For each j E 
11 V-=-9 k} a C’ E 6 is selected such that Cj n q = 0. Then C, n - l 0 n Ck E 5 by Lemma 
3.12 and C1 n l l nCknA=0, whence [tivA. 
That cl% e(A) c VA is proved correct as follows. Suppose &@ VA. There are C, 
D E 5 such that C E D and D n A = 0. C is far from A (Lemma 3.4 (12)). By 
Definition3.1 wehave C=U{CiIi=l ,..., m},A=U(Ajlj=l ,..., n}forsuitably 
chosen Ci and Aj such that (Ci, Aj) is disjoint modulo (9, Y), for all i and j. By 
Proposition 3.11 we have 6 E vCk for some k E (1,. . . , m}. Now for every j E 
11 V--*9 n} there are Sj and rl; such that Sj E 9, q E 9” Ck c S’, Aj c q and Sj n Tj = 0. 
By Proposition 3.1 l(5), we have vS n VT = 0, j = 1,. . . , n. As for each j, 5 E 
vCc(c vSj,wehave~@U(v~Ij=l ,..., n}and vAcu{vTjIj=l,..., n}.Itfollows 
that VA is closed in Y?. As e(A) c VA, we have cl* e(A)c VA. Cl 
Pmpaitima 3.15. PC ‘=I@. Tote spaces (r?, p) and (-2, ‘=I?) are T, . 
Proof. By Definition 3.12 the collection ( ZJS 1 a” G 9) is a closed subbase for ‘#? By 
Proposition 3.14 every VS is closed in 6? This shows Fc @. 
In view of the inclusion, just established, we need only to show that (2, ?? is 
TI. Suppose that 6 and q are distinct points of 2. Select C E t\q and DE 5 such 
that D E C. In view of Lemma 3.4( hj, we may assume that D E Y”. As C & q, from 
Lemma 3.7 it follows that E n D = 0 for some E E 7. Choose FE q such that F c E 
and FEY”. By Lemma 35 the set D is far from F. This means that D = 
U{DJi=l,..., m}, F=U{F,)j= 1,. . . , n} and (Di, Fj) is disjoint modulo (9, <T) 
for suitably chosen Di and 5. By Proposition 3.11(2) we have &E vDk and q E vF, 
for some kE{l,..., m} and le(1, ..,, n}. There are SE 9 and T E 3 such that 
D,cS,~,cTandSnT=(d.Thenr~vS,rl~vTandvSnvT=P).ButvSisin~ 
It follows that (5) is close 
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Proposition 3.16. For all subsets C and D of X the following holds: I” C is far from 
D, then clpe(C)nclg-e(D)=@. 
Proof. First the special case is considered that (C, D) is disjoint modulo (9, Y): C c 
SEEP, DcTEYand SnT=Q). As ‘k@, we havecl+e(S&cl+-e(S)cvS. By 
Proposition 3.14 we have vS - cl+ e(S) = ~1%. e(S). As vS n VT = 0 according to 
Proposition 3.1 I, with the help of Proposition 3.14 we may conclude cl+ e(S) n 
cl* e( T) = 0. As the closure operators are monotone, we get clp e(C) (1 cllt_ e(D) = 0. 
In the general case, if C is far from D, there exist Ci, i = 1,. . . , m, and Dj, 
j=l n such that C=U{CiIi=l,..., m}, D=U{Djlj=l,..., n} and 9***9 9 
(Ci, Dj) E d for all i and j. By what has just been proved cl,p e( Ci) n cl,-- e( Dj) = 0 
for all i and j. The result follows from the additivity of the closure operators. Cl 
Proposition 3.17. The space (2, ?) is compact. 
Proof. Cf. 13, Lemma 4.41. It is sufficient o show that any collection 9 c (US 1 S E 9) 
with the finite intersection property has nonempty intersection. Let Ce = (VA lthere 
is an SE 9’ with SC A and VS E 9). First we prove that n9 = n% Obviously 
r)9c f7%. We suppose &z n9. Then there is a US E 9 such that &z! VS. In view 
of Lemma 3.4(14), there are E E 6 n gP^” and DE 6 such that E C D and D n S = 0. 
In view of Lemma 3.5, SE X\ E, whence v(X\ E) E 5% If follows that &ti v(X\ E) 
and ten%. Now define %‘={A1n***nA,IvAiE(;e,i=l,...,n,nEN}. 59’ is a 
concentric system and any maximal concentric system which contains 9 beiongs 
to ng. 0 
Proposition 3.18. The set e(X) is dense in (2, T?) and hence in (2, ?) as well. 
Proof. As is shown in the proof of Corollary 2.6, that e(X) is dense in (2, ‘@> 
follows from the facts that Z? is a subbase for (2, @) and that X is a Ts -space. Cl 
Proposition 3.19. 9 is a Jine cotopology flf %
Proof. In view of Proposition 3.15 we need only to show that for every T E 9 and 
for each @ VT there is a pairwise continuous function f: (2, ?, ‘33) + (R, 2’,%!) 
such that .f( UT) = 0 and f( 5) = 1. This however is just a rerun of the proof of the 
Urysohn lemma. We only indicate the first steps. As $& UT, there is a DE 5 such 
that D is far from T. Write D, = D, Do = E, = X and E0 = T. By Lemma 3.2 there 
are D1,2 and E,,* such that (D,, El,*) E 2, ( D1/2, EO) E G and D,+J EIIZ = X. By 
Proposition 3.16 we have cl r;i e( Dl) n ~1~~~~ e( EO) = $9, cl,? e( D,J u cl Ii- e( E,J = z3 
clq e( 0,) n cl* e( E,J = 0 and cl p e( D,J n cl+ e( EO) = 0. 
In this way we obtain the first sets of an inductively defined sequence of sets in 
the construction of the Urysohn function in [ 121. Cf. [ 13, Theorem 2.7; 14, Theorem 
3.1; 6, Theorem 43, a 
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) Metric extensions are Wallman-type 
In this section we shall prove Theorem 2.7. The first part of the theorem follows 
from old results. For metrizable spaces cocompactness is equivalent to topological 
completeness. The main problem we are facing may be described as follows. Suppose 
Y is a metric space and X is a dense subspace of Y. In order to keep track of the 
points of y\X we aim at finding a subbase T* for the closed subsets of Y such 
that for any (T,,..., T,)c9* we have T,n*-•nT,=@iff T,n-•*nT,nX=@. 
Also condition (S2), which was discussed in the proof of Corollary 2.6, is suggestive 
of this. We recall the following definition [ 11. 
Definition 4.1. Let Y be a space and let X be a dense subset of Y. A closed subset 
F of Y is said to be supported by X if F n X is dense in F, i.e., cl y( F rr X) = E 
Regular closed subsets of Y are familiar examples of sets which are supported 
by X. If both F and G are supported by X, then, as is easily seen, F n G need not 
be supported by X even if both F and G are regular closed sets. We have the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 4.2. Let X be a dense subset of a metric space Y. Suppose that (G, 1 a E A} 
is a locally jinite collection of closed sets in Y such that each G,, a E A, is supported 
by X. Suppose D is a closed subset of Y and W is a neighbourhood of D. ?&en there 
exists a closed set V such that 
(1) V is supported by X, 
(2) DcintyVC Vc W, and 
(3) the set V n Ga is supported by X for each cy E A. 
Proof, For each i = 1,2, . . . a locally finite open cover Qi of the space Y is selected 
such that mesh %iCIji. Let %=U{%ili=1,2 , . . .). First we pick a regular closed 
set H such that D 6 int H c H c int uW. For each cy E A a set Da will be constructed 
such that 
D,cGanXn W and cl,D,=D~u(HnGQ). 
If H n G, = 0, we just take D, = 0. IHf n Ga f 0, f oreachUE%withUnHnG,i 
0 a pdint xu E Gu n X n W n U is selected. The selection of xu is possible because 
G, is supported by X. Let Da be the set of all points xU which are selected in this 
way. It is to be observed that %, u l l - u Bk is a locally finite family for every 
k=l,2,.... Because mesh %i < l/i? i = 1,2,. e -, aI1 accumulation points of Da are 
in H n G, and we get 
cl YR =D+(HnG,). 
Now we set V = H u [u{s>n 1 my EA}], As D, c G, for each cy E , the collechm 
{ DU 1 Q E A} is locally finite. It follows that 
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This shows that V is closed. As H is regular closed, we have 
cl,(VnX)=cly(HnX)ucl,[~(D,~a~A}]=Hu[~{D,~a~A}]= V. 
It follows that (1) holds true. 
Property (2) is obvious. We check (3). Let j9 E A. 
VnGpnX~U{D,nGplaxA}. 
It follows that 
=[U(DlnGpImzA}]u(HnGp)= VnCp. 
As obviously V n Gp 3 cl v( V n Gp n X), we have established (3). Cl 
Lemma 4.3. Let X be a dense subset of a metric space Y Suppose { Ua I a E A} is a 
locally finite open covering of Y Suppose (Da 1 a E A} is a closed covering of Y, which 
is a shrinking of ( Ua I a c A}. Suppose that +I = (GP I p E B} is a locallyjnite collection 
of closed sets such that 3’ is supported by X. Then there exists a closed covering 
(V, I a! E A} such that 
(1) Da c int Ja c V’ c Ua and Va is supported by X for each ar E A. 
(2) [n{D~IkE~*}ln[n~G,IkEF,)1=0 if and only if ~fWi~k~FJ1~ 
[n(Gk I k E F2}] = 0 for all ji m ‘t e index subsets F, of A and Fz of B. 
(3) H-N vk I k E FJI n H-M I k E Fdl is supported by X for all finite subsets F, of 
A and F2 of B. 
(4) V’C V,,i$V’cint,V,foralla, YEA, a# y. 
(5) GP c V, iJgGp c int J’ for all CY E A, p E B. 
We call { Va I a E A} a proper expansion of {Da I a E A}. The proper expansion has 
the same combinatorial character as the original cover. 
Proof. In the proof F, and F2 always denote finite sets. It is to be understood that 
F, and F2 are not fixed, but may vary. We may assume that the in&z :c;r S is an 
initial segment of the ordinals A = {a! I a < 5). 0 is the first element of A. By 9&, we 
denote the family of all sets D n G where D = n{ D, I a E F1 c A}, G E 9 and 
D n G n Do = 0. It is to be observed that SO is a locally finite family. From each 
Gp, p E B, which satisfies GP n Do # 0 and GP\ DO # 0, a point pP from GP\ DO is 
selected. By QO we denote the set of all pP obtained in this way. As (GP I p E 8) is 
locally finite, QO is closed. By Lemma 4.2 there exists a closed set VO such that 
(1) VO is supported by X, 
(2) DO= int&,= VO= Wo\(cj%)l\Qo, 
(3) the sets V,n G are supported by X for all G E %“. 
It is to be observed that if GP c DC, for some p, then GP E 99” or GP n Qtj # 0 and, 
consequently, Gfi C= Vcr, Thus9 if GD c V& &en Gfl C. Do 6 int k V& 
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Suppose that the sets V,, cy < v < 6 are defined such that statements (I)-(5) of 
the lemma hold true for all Q! < 7 and F, c ((Y 1 (Y < 77). If Dq = 8, we let VT = 8. We 
assume D,, # 0. By ~3, we denote the family of all sets of the form D A G where 
D=[~{V~IQ!E~~~A,~Y<~}]~[~{D~I~~~~CA,~<~~}],GE~*~~~D~~G~ 
D,, = $9. Because % and { U, 1 a E A) are locally finite, so is 3,. 
Let WI, = n{int Uv, 1 a < q and DT c int vVa}. This is actually an intersection of 
a finite family, as D, + p) and { U, I a c 6) is locally finite. From each V,, a < 7, 
such that V’ n D1, Z 0 and V,\ Dll P 0, a point qa E V,\ Dq is selected. From each 
Gp, p E B, such that Gp n DT # 0 and GO\ D? Z 0, a point pp from GP\ D,, is selected. 
QT is the set of all points qa, a! < q and pp which are selected in this way. As in 
the case of Q-, it can be seen that Q,., is closed. By Lemma 4.2 there is a closed set 
Vq such that 
(1) VI7 is supported by X, 
(2) D7J = inO-- = Vq = [ w,\(u~,)l\QTj, 
(3) the set VT n H is supported for each H E ( 9 u { Va I (Y < 7))‘. 
?he proof that all the statements (I)-(5) hold true, is verbatim the same as the last 
part of [2, Lemma 23. 0 
By proving Lemma 4.3 we have established a key result. It is an improvement of 
Lemma 2 in [2] as we have been able to replace the condition that the sets are 
regular closed by the condition that the sets are supported by a dense subset. By 
checking the proof of Lemma 4 of [2], but every time invoking our Lemma 4.3 
instead of Lemma 2 of [2] we get the following improvement of Lemma 4 of [2]. 
Lemma 4.4. Let X be a dense subset of a metric space Y There exist closed subsets 
V(a, k, r) of Y, k = 1,2, . . . , a E Ak, where Ak is sc.me index set, r a dyadic rational 
number from [0, I], such that the following conditions are satisjied. 
(DO) Each element of (V(cr,k,r)lk=l,2,..., (YEAS, rE(O,l) dyadic)^ is 
supported by X. 
(D1) V(a, k, O)c intyV(q k, r)c &J(o, k, 1) for ah ix, k, and rE (0,l). 
(D2) Diameter V( o, k, I) < l/k fsr ai: LY and k 
(D3) (intYV(a, k, O)l a E Ak} is a cover of Y and each subsystem of ( V( CZ, k, 1) I cy E 
Ak) with the finite intersection property is ftnite, k = 1,2, . . . = 
(D4) For all CY and k, V(a, k, r) c int +(a, k, s) i$r < s. 
(D5) rf V(CY, k, r)c V(& 1, s), then V(a, k, r)c intJ(p, 1, s) for all (q k, r) Z 
(p, 1, s) with r, s E (0, 1). 
(D6) Ifn{V(oi,ki,si)Ii=l,..., n}=(bandsiZl, i=l,..., n, then thereexists 
m such that n{ V(ai, ki, si+2-“)Ii= 1,. . . , n}=$I 
Proof of 2.7. Y is topologically complete and 
( V( a, k, r)} be a collection as constructe 
is dense in ‘L: Let 
S={V(cu, k, r)n Ik==l,2,...,suE 
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and 
.7’={cly(Y\V(a,k,r))Ik=1,2,...,cw~Ak, P dyadic, r~(O,l)}. 
Let 3 = { T'n X i T’ E 9’). It is to be observed that each member of 9’ is regular 
closed, as it is the closure of an open set. It is not difficult to see that 9 and 9 have 
the properties (l), (2) and (3) of the main theorem. The rest of the proof is as the 
proof of Theorem 4 in [2]. Cl 
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